Continued food aversion: Training livestock to avoid eating poisonous plants
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Abstract

Animals can be trained to avoid eating specific foods by offering them the food and subsequently administering an emetic to induce nausea. The animal associates the taste of the food with the induced illness and subsequently avoids eating that food. Conditioned food aversion (CFA) is a potential tool to prevent livestock poisoning from palatable and abundant poisonous plants. Cattle have been trained to avoid eating tall larkspur (Delphinium barbeyi L. Huth), a particularly troublesome poisonous plant. However, several factors influence the acquisition and retention of food aversions under field grazing conditions. The age and sex of an animal may influence its ability to form and retain aversions. Novelty of the plant and the intensity of the induced illness determine the strength of the aversion. Social facilitation or peer pressure motivates animals to sample the averted food, and the aversion will extinguish if it is not reinforced. Generalizing the aversion created under controlled conditions in a pen, to a complex vegetation community in the field, may be difficult for some animals. If these obstacles can be overcome, CFA may be an effective tool to reduce the risk of poisoning on poisonous plant infested rangeland.
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Animals learn preferences for foods (Provenza et al. 1990). We can refine their learning process and teach them to avoid eating specific troublesome poisonous plants through the process of conditioned food aversion (CFA). The process is fairly simple: animals are offered a food, they smell it, eat it, and then are given an emetic to induce nausea. An association is made between the taste of the food and the induced illness, and the animal will subsequently refuse that food.

Controlled conditions are generally required where a single feed is ingested and associated with the induced illness. For this, reason natural aversions to many poisonous plants are not likely because large generalist herbivores graze many plants over an extended feeding period and are not likely to associate an illness with a particular plant (Zahoric and Houpt 1977). There is evidence, however, that native animals are less likely to be poisoned than are newly introduced animals (Everist 1981, Provenza et al. 1990), which suggests that animals may form some natural aversions through trial and error learning.

Conditioned food aversion is more than the animal recognizing the specific food that made it sick and subsequently avoiding it (Pelchat and Rozin 1982). There is a hedonic shift or a change in palatability, making that food distasteful. The neural convergence theory suggests that afferent nerves of the olfactory, gustatory, visceral systems converge in the emetic centers of the midbrain and brain stem. If illness information is conveyed by the visceral system along the same pathway recently activated by the olfactory and gustatory system, flavor-illness associations are formed (Garcia et al. 1985). The animal need not be conscious during the association, since aversions are readily formed in anesthetized and unconscious animals (Bermudez-Rattoni et al. 1988). Aversions can also be formed with emetic doses low enough that overt signs of nausea are not apparent. The hedonic shift suggests that the food no longer "tastes good" and the animals avoid eating it.

Since food aversions are easy to establish (a single pairing of a flavor with an induced illness will form a strong aversion to that flavor), CFA has been used as a model to elucidate principles of learning (Braveman and Bronstein 1985). I have here been limited application of CFA to reduce coyote and wolf predation on livestock and rodent depredation on crops (Gustavson and Gustavson 1985), in treatment of alcoholism (Nathan 1985) and eating disorders (Logue 1985), and in preventing anorexia in cancer patients treated with chemotherapy or radiology (Bernstein 1985).

Zahoric and Houpt (1977, 1981) were the first to try CFA on livestock and found that cattle, sheep, goats, and horses are able to form food aversions under controlled conditions. Provenza and his associates (1987) have developed principles of both positive and aversive conditioning of sheep under pen feeding and pasture grazing conditions. Our early research demonstrated that cattle have the neurophysiological mechanisms to form and retain food aversions over extended periods (Olsen and Ralphs 1986).

Conditioned food aversion is a potential tool to prevent livestock from ingesting poisonous plants that are palatable, abundant, and cause persistent poisoning problems (i.e., larkspur, lupine, locoweed, timber milkvetch, bitterweed, death camas, and ponderosa pine needles). CFA will probably not be effective on poisonous plants that are unpalatable, or occur sporadically in space or time. The extenuating circumstances which force livestock to eat unpalatable poisonous plants (overgrazing, drought, storms) would likely overcome the aversion.

I will illustrate the process of creating an aversion to tall larkspur (Delphinium barbeyi L. Huth), and our attempts to maintain the aversion in field grazing situations. I will discuss some of the principles and obstacles which must be overcome to maintain aversions in a complex vegetative community, and in a social context of grazing within a herd. I will conclude with several recommendations for future research needed to resolve these obstacles in order to make CFA a practical management tool.

Averting Cattle to Tall Larkspur

We selected tall larkspur as a prototype to determine if aversion could be created and reduce the incidence of poisoning. Tall larkspur is the most important poisonous plant problem on mountain cattle ranges. It is a native pristine species that grows in dense patches on snow-drift sites in big sagebrush, aspen, and subalpine plant communities. It is both palatable and acutely toxic to cattle and causes persistent losses ranging up to 10% in some herds. Cattle apparently do not form natural aversions to larkspur (Marsh and Clawson 1916, Pfister et al. 1988), and other manage-
ment alternatives are limited.

Yearling Hereford heifers that had grazed on larkspur-infested rangeland as calves were purchased and trained to eat in self-locking stanchions. Fresh larkspur plants collected in the field were offered to the heifers. Prior to the offering, blind rumen fistulae were installed in each animal through which a catheter was inserted into the rumen. A tube was attached to the catheter to infuse the emetic directly into the rumen while the animal was eating the plant, to avoid any association between the induced illness and the handling process or taste of the emetic. If the heifer consumed any amount of larkspur, she was dosed intraruminally with lithium emetic directly into the rumen while the animal was eating the plant, to avoid any association between the induced illness and the handling process or taste of the emetic. If the heifer consumed any amount of larkspur, she was dosed intraruminally with lithium chloride (LiCl) at a rate of 100 mg/kg body weight in an 8% isotonic solution. Regular feed was withheld for the remainder of the day to avoid any interference between the taste of larkspur and the illness. This procedure was repeated at 2- or 3-day intervals for a total of 5 offerings. Total aversion to larkspur was obtained following 2 or 3 infusions of LiCl in the pen feeding trial (Olsen et al. 1989).

The averted group and nonaverted control heifers were then taken to the field to larkspur-infested rangeland. The 2 groups were placed in separate but adjacent pastures and diets were quantified by bite count. The aversion to larkspur persisted in the conditioned group while the control heifers ate larkspur for up to 25% of their diets (Lane et al. 1990). The averted heifers were held over to the next year and returned to the mountain pasture to see if the aversion would persist. They abstained from eating larkspur while they remained in a separate pasture.

The next part of the experiment determined if the aversion would persist in a mixed group grazing situation with other heifers that were avidly eating larkspur. The averted heifers abstained for the first part of the grazing period. However, as they socialized with the control heifers, they began to sample larkspur. When negative consequences were not forthcoming, they continued to eat and the aversion eventually extinguished (Lane et al. 1990). We concluded that social facilitation (peer pressure) has a very strong influence on foods animals will sample.

We next sought to strengthen the aversion in an effort to overcome the effects of social facilitation (Ralphs and Olsen 1990). A new group of heifers were averted to larkspur and were then subjected to peer pressure of nonaverted heifers eating larkspur in controlled pen feeding trials. They were infused with LiCl whenever they sampled larkspur in the group feeding trial. We further increased the social pressure by feeding larkspur in the common manger with all averted and nonaverted heifers competing for the food. The averted heifers maintained the aversion under this severe pressure for 4 days. On the last day of the trial, 2 averted heifers took a few bites and were treated with LiCl. These heifers learned that even though other animals ate larkspur, they would get sick if they tried it.

The strengthening procedure was successful in maintaining the aversion in a group feeding situation while the heifers remained in the pen environment similar to the one in which the aversion was created. However, when the heifers were taken to the field, the aversion extinguished as they grazed with nonaverted heifers. These heifers were unfamiliar with the mountain grazing environment and the aversion was not strong enough to withstand peer pressure in a new environment.

When the heifers were returned to the pen (the original environment where the aversion was created), the aversion resumed, and 3 of 4 heifers refused to eat larkspur in the group feeding situation. Food aversions are more likely to be expressed in environments similar to where they were created. Generalizing aversions to different environments (i.e., the field) may be difficult, particularly for animals not familiar with the grazing environment.

Factors Affecting Persistence of Aversions

Although aversions are easy to establish, we found they are sometimes difficult to maintain. Aversions depend on the hedonic value or palatability of a food. Unfortunately, palatability is not a fixed property, but varies according to experience and physiological state of the animal (Garcia et al. 1977, Galef 1988). Subtle differences in plant chemistry and/or phenology may also alter the odor/taste of the plant, thus changing its attractiveness to the animal. Sampling a food without adverse consequences will positively shift the hedonic value of that food and rapidly extinguish an aversion (Logue 1985, Garcia et al. 1956). Thorhallsdottir (1987) averted lambs to different feeds by mixing the emetic in the food. However, the aversion was never complete, and lambs continued to sample small amounts of the tainted feed at subtoxic levels. When the emetic was removed, consumption of the feed increased. Unless the toxin is an indigenous component of the food, the aversion must be complete to prevent sampling.

Learning Ability

The ability to learn is as varied among animals as it is in humans. Smith (1985) discussed the variability of rats to learn and retain aversions to saccharine solutions. Some extinguished the aversion rapidly, while others retained it over the 15-day trial. Smith concluded that rats differ in their sensitivity to either the taste cue of the food, the intensity of illness induced by the emetic, or their ability to learn the taste and illness relationship.

Drugs

Any chemical or physiological state which affects the upper gastrointestinal tract or the emetic center of the brain can serve as the unconditioned stimulus in creating an aversion (Garcia and Holder 1985). Riley and Tuck (1985) reviewed the literature and listed 56 drugs (including some toxins) which have been effective in creating aversions. Lithium chloride (LiCl) is widely used in behavioral studies with animals and in human clinical applications. It causes nausea without dangerous side effects. The method of administering LiCl (mixed in food, gavage, subcutaneous or intrapartum injections) appear equally effective in creating an aversion (Nachman and Ash 1973, Shumake et al. 1982). Cyclophosphamide and thiabendazole are also commonly used to create aversions. Irradiation with low level radiation treatments was used extensively in the past to cause nausea in aversion trials. We also experimented with larkspur alkaloids as the emetic agent and found they were as effective as LiCl in creating an aversion to alfalfa pellets in cattle (Olsen and Ralphs 1986). However, natural aversions to larkspur are generally not formed because of the difficulty of associating illness to a particular plant among many, which animals consume during an extended grazing period.

Dose

The strength of the aversion and its resistance to extinction varies with the intensity of the induced illness (Dragoing 1971, Testa and Ternes 1977). The intensity of the induced illness creates feedback to the brain and is associated with the taste of the food. Increasing doses of LiCl (increasing intensity of illness) increased the strength and retention of aversions in rats and sheep (Nachman and Ashe 1973, du Toit et al. 1990). Total aversion was obtained from doses of 130 and 150 mg/kg body weight respectively. Shumake et al. (1982) created aversions in wild Philippine rats using LiCl at 36, 105, and 375 mg/kg body weight. The aversion extinguished in the groups given 36 and 105 mg/kg, but the aversion persisted over the 28-day trial in the group given 375 mg/kg. The lethal dose of LiCl to cattle lies somewhere between 250 and 500 mg/kg body weight (Johnson et al. 1980). Although aversions can be formed with low doses of emetics, higher levels which create intense illness are required to maintain long lasting aversions.
Taste Cue

Novelty and intensity of the taste cue (conditioned stimulus) are also important in acquiring and retaining an aversion (Testa and Ternes 1977, Nachman et al. 1977, Rozin and Kalat 1971). Taste elicits the orienting response to a new food (Garcia 1989). Therefore, the more novel or unique the taste, the stronger is its association with the induced illness (Best and Barker 1977).

It is difficult to form aversions to familiar foods. Foods that have not caused harm in the past are not expected to do so, and fall into a "learned safety" status (Kalat and Rozin 1973). The learned safety status must be "unlearned" or overcome to form an aversion. As little as 1 lengthy exposure or several short exposures to a food prior to pairing it with an emetic is detrimental to forming an aversion (Best and Barker 1977). Several pairings of taste with illness are required to form aversions to familiar foods, and aversions that do form extinguish more rapidly (Fenwick et al. 1975, Olsen and Ralphs unpublished data).

The food must be ingested to form an association with illness. The odor of the food, or mere tasting it without ingestion is not sufficient to form an aversion (Revsky et al. 1976, Domjan and Wilson 1972). However, the smell, followed by taste and subsequent ingestion, forms a strong compound stimulus which is associated with the illness. Thereafter, the smell alone is sufficient to cause the animal to avoid the food without having to taste it.

Aversions can be formed with long delays (up to 12 hours) between the taste cue and the induced illness (Garcia et al. 1966); however, aversions are stronger when the cue and consequence are in close proximity. The strength of the aversion declines when the interval goes beyond about 4 hours (Burritt and Provenza 1990a, Andrews and Braveman 1975).

Hunger

Food deprivation prior to conditioning has little direct influence on forming aversions (Revsky et al. 1980). Hungry animals may eat more during conditioning, thus enhancing the flavor stimulus (Braveman and Crane 1977).

On the other hand, hunger during testing or extinction trials can reduce the strength of the aversion (Grote and Brown 1973, Weilman and Boissard 1981). Hungry animals eat even though the food has been associated with illness and "tastes" bad. Sampling without adverse consequences will rapidly extinguish the aversion. A choice of 2 foods during testing eliminates the forced consumption of the averted food, and thus is a more sensitive measure of the aversion (Grote and Brown 1973, Dragoin 1971). A single food test is a severe test of the aversion.

Animals are also likely to sample foods that are constantly available to them (Zajonc 1968). Offering an averted food intermittently in test trials is more likely to preserve the aversion than offering the food free choice.

Social Facilitation

Galef (1988) defined social facilitation as "the initiation of a particular response, already in an animal's repertoire, when shown in the presence of others engaging in that behavior." Zajonc (1965) described it as the sights and sounds of others doing the same thing, which augments the ongoing response. Social facilitation has been the most important factor inhibiting the retention of an aversion to tarskspur in our mixed grazing trials. Burritt and Provenza (1989) also reported that some lambs extinguished aversions to mountain mahogany when grazing in the presence of nonaverted lambs.

Several other studies report the influence of social facilitation in extinguishing aversions. Thorhallsdottir et al. (1990a) averted lambs and ewes to caiL manna. When offered only caiL manna (no choice of feeds), both lambs and ewes extinguished the aversion. The ewes appeared to be more resistant to social facilitation when a choice of feed was offered. Gustavson and Gustavson (1985) reported that raccoons preying on chickens could be averted when they consumed dead chickens containing LiCl. The aversion effectively generalized to live chickens and persisted for 8 months. However, during that time, kits were born and matured. When the kits were exposed to live chickens, the kits killed the chickens and began eating them. Within 30 min, the averted adults began eating the chickens, and subsequently returned to killing chickens. Galef (1986) reported that rats made nauseous after eating a novel food, ate substantial amounts of the averted food following interaction with conspecifics which had eaten that food. He concluded that "rats will abandon, to a greater or lesser extent, reliance on information it personally has collected concerning the value of potential foods, in favor of information acquired from others." In rats, humans, and other animals, social influence is an important determinant of diet selection (Rozin and Zellner 1985). Thus, aversions are likely to be difficult to maintain in a mixed group feeding or grazing situation.

Age

Learning ability varies with age. Livestock may learn to forage most efficiently around the time of weaning (Provenza and Ralph 1988). Thereafter, acceptance of new foods declines as animals mature (Squibb et al. 1990). However, the inquisitive character of young animals in sampling new foods may be a liability in maintaining an aversion. For example, weanling and preweanling rats form weaker aversions and extinguish faster than adults (Gaufowsky et al. 1983, Steinert et al. 1980, Springer and Fraley 1981, Franchina and Horowitz 1982). Several possibilities have been suggested for the inability of young rats to retain aversions. Anatomical, chemical, and physiological development of the central nervous system is not complete until around the age of weaning. Therefore, young rats may have difficulty encoding taste and illness stimuli, associating effects, and withholding appropriate behaviors (Franchina and Horowitz 1982). Young rats are also less neophobic and more willing to sample new foods (Steinert et al. 1980). Kovalcik and Kovalcik (1986) reported that heifers may be able to learn about feeds more quickly than mature cows, yet their long-term memory is less stable. Thorhallsdottir et al. (1990a) presented conclusive evidence that lambs extinguished aversions to caiL manna in a 2-choice social facilitation trial, while their mothers retained the aversion. Aversions created in mature animals may be more resistant to extinction than in younger animals.

Context of Learning

All learning occurs in a cognitive or associative context of prior learning, and in an environmental context defined by the location, time, and specific features of the task at hand. All basic learning phenomena, including appetitive and aversion conditioning, have been shown to change with contextual manipulations (Balsam 1985, Best et al. 1977). Stimulus differences between the location where a response is learned and where it is expressed have a strong and usually detrimental effect (Miller and Schachtman 1985). Thus, food aversions formed in a pen may extinguish when animals are taken to the field.

Our experiment with social facilitation (Ralphs and Olsen 1990) is a classic example of an aversion extinguishing in the field, but renewing when the heifers were returned to the pen and the original context where the aversion was created. Archer et al. (1985) reported a similar response in rats averted to saccharin. The aversion was maintained while in the training context, but extinguished when the rats were moved to a new context. However, the aversion renewed and the rats refused to drink saccharin when returned to the original training context. Other types of learning have manifested a renewal when animals are placed in the context in which the response originally was learned (Bouton nd Bolles 1985, Cun-
ningham 1979, Welker and McAuley 1978). The taste-illness asso-
ciation is not forgotten in extinction even though the outward
behavior of avoiding the food is not manifest. Several theories have
been proposed to explain this phenomena (Rescorla and Heth

Although taste is the primary sense involved in creating an
aversion, the environmental context can influence the strength and
retention of the aversion (Archer et al. 1985). It is necessary to
utilize this relationship to strengthen, rather than hinder, the aver-
sion. Lubow et al. (1976) proposed that learning is stronger when
either the stimulus or the environment is novel relative to each
other. That is, the aversion is stronger if a novel food is presented in
a familiar environment, or a familiar food is presented in a novel
environment. Krutz and Levitsky (1982) tested this hypothesis in rats
and found the first premise to be true. The aversion was
strongest when a novel food was presented in a familiar environ-
ment. However, no aversion was created when a familiar food was
presented in a novel environment. In a novel environment, every-
thing is novel and the stimulus is not salient. Mitchell et al. (1975)
found that aversions to novel items were not learned in a less
familiar environment.

Familiarity with the grazing environment may also be important
in retaining an aversion. Naive animals rely on food cues from
other animals as to what foods are safe or acceptable in a new
environment (Provenza and Ralph 1988). Thus, naive animals may
be more susceptible to social facilitation in an unfamiliar environ-
ment. This appeared to be the case with our heifers (Ralphs and
Olsen 1990). On the other hand, native animals that are familiar
with the environment and have established preferences for the
plants growing there, may be less susceptible to social facilitation
and more likely to retain an aversion.

**Strengthening Aversions**

To be practical, the aversion must persist. Very little food aver-
sion research has dealt with the longevity of the aversion. Treat-
ment of alcoholism with CFA is the only area where attempts have
been made to maintain an aversion. Periodic booster sessions at
predetermined intervals, or voluntary booster sessions whenever
the subjects felt a need, were essential to maintain complete absti-
nence (Nathan 1985). Even with booster sessions, abstinence rate
after 1 year was only 50–60%. It is important to note, however, that
alcoholism is a physiological dependency, not merely a taste
preference.

Burritt and Provenza (1990b) were successful in reinforcing
lambs’ aversion to the mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus monta-
nus) Rat. Three month-old lambs were averted to the shrub and
then held over until the next year. The aversion persisted to a
degree when tested 1 year later (intake of mountain mahogany was
about a third of nonaverted controls), although total abstinence
was not maintained. However, with 1 follow-up dose of LiCl
following consumption of the shrub, near total abstinence was
maintained over 7 persistence trials throughout the summer.

**Future Research**

Conditioned food aversion learning in domestic livestock is a
new field of study (Zahorics and Houpt 1977). To be practical, CFA
must persist in a complex vegetation community in the field, and
often in the social context of other animals eating the averted food.
Several questions must be resolved before CFA can be recom-
manded as a practical management tool. First, we must determine
the optimum level of emetic required to maintain an aversion. In
other words, how sick must an animal get in order to create a
lasting aversion towards a food. The optimum age of conditioning
for cattle and sheep must also be determined. Based on work by
Thorhallsdottir et al. (1990a), mature animals may be less influ-
enced by social facilitation, and thus more likely to retain an
aversion.

Novelty of a food is a major requirement in creating a strong
aversion. Familiarity with the grazing environment is also impor-
tant in retaining the aversion. This creates a paradox since animals
familiar with the grazing environment may also be familiar with
larkspur. Two approaches are proposed to resolve this paradox.
The novelty requirement could be used advantageously by averting
naive replacement heifers which are unfamiliar with larkspur and
the vegetation community where it grows. Averting them to lark-
spur and grazing them separately for the first year would allow
them to develop feed preferences in a new environment without
the influence of social facilitation. The second approach is to create
aversions and strengthen them in native mature cattle that are
familiar with the subalpine environment and vegetation community.
Mature animals may be more resistant to social facilitation in a
familiar environment, but creating and maintaining an aversion to
larkspur as a familiar food may be more difficult.

The use of larkspur alkaloids as the emetic or aversive agent
requires further study. Larkspur alkaloids were as effective as LiCl
in creating an aversion (Olsen and Ralphs 1986), but the alkaloid
extract is toxic, messy, and difficult to handle. However, alkaloids
offer the advantage of being indigenous in the plant, and would
provide internal feedback if the animal did subsequently consume
larkspur in the field.

An intriguing application of CFA is the possibility of averted
mothers passing the aversion to their offspring through social
learning. Thorhallsdottir et al. (1990b) reported that young lambs
(8 weeks old) avoided eating foods their mothers were averted to,
and their rejection of the food lasted over 3 months following
weaning. Misra and Provenza (1990) reported similar results in
lambs whose mothers were averted to mountain mahogany. Such a
possibility offers the potential for modifying food preferences of an
entire social group through succeeding generations.

If these obstacles to maintaining averions under field grazing
conditions can be overcome, conditioned food aversion may be an
effective tool in reducing livestock losses to palatable poisonous
plants. Livestock could be trained to avoid eating specific plants,
and then be allowed to graze infested ranges or pastures without
restrictions of timing, loss of desirable forage quality, or costly
control measures. Practicality or cost of creating averions have
not been investigated yet.
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